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ALUMNI CENTER

ALUMNI
DINNER
DANCE
April 28, 1973
FESTIVITIES begin with cocktails and hors d'oeuvres at 7 p.m. in a
convivial atmosphere on Saturday evening, April 28.
FULL-COURSE DINNER of choice boneless sirloin steak, served in the
delightful surroundings of the College's main dining room.
CONTINUOUS Music for dancing (something old / something new)
with an open bar until 12:30 a.m.
EARLY RESERVATIONS will prevent disappointment. We're looking
forward to having you with us.

RESERVATION FORM
To: Bryant College Alumni Association
Bryant College
Smithfield, RI 02917
Please send .................. tickets for the Alumni Dinner-Dance, April 28,
at $12 each.
Your check should be made payable to the Bryant College Alumni
Association, and accompany your reservation. We must receive
reservations by March 28. Your tickets will be mailed to you.
Name
Address
City/ State/ ZIP .....

Class

WINTER 1972
Bryant College Alumni Association Members-at-Large
Term Ending 1973
Joanne Waz Chamberlain '67
New London, CT
Robert G. Cooper '64
Walpole, MA
Philip H. Hayden '59, President
Cranston, RI
*David R. Jonson '62
Greenville, RI
*Charles E. Bradley '69
East Providence, RI
•• Artacky, Berberian '09
Cranston, RI
Term Ending 1974
Joseph P. Maceda, Jr. '59
Warwick, RI
Thomas J. M,asso ' 51, Treasurer
N or,th Providence, RI
Di,a ne M. Rond '71
Johnston, RI
Term Ending 1975
Arthur J. Berriman '52
Seekonk, MA
Paula Pascone Ila cono '69, Secretary
Coventry, RI
Gary G. Remley '58
Warwick, RI
Term Ending 1976
Roger A. Francoeur '59
Smi:thfield, RI
Diana Policastri Marro '59
North Scituate, RI
William J. Piccerelli '64
Banington, RI
·Special appointment by Alumni Association President
ULiaison to Bryant's Old Guard
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Editor

FROM

.18E PRESIDENT

I am pleased some of you take the time to write
and share some thoughts- about your work, programs of the College, a clipping from some
journal or newspaper, or a word of encouragement. These notes are welcome, and I really
enjoy receiving them.
Come visit with us when you can. It will be
a pleasure to have you and meet you personally.
Just such an occasion was a visit by two busloads
of alumni and their families from the Hartford
area on October 29. We had lunch together,
toured the Unistructure and the Alumni House,
and had some time for questions.
The President of American Tourister Luggage
Company, Sol Koffler, was honored ' recently on
the occasion of the dedication of Koffler Rotunda.
He was generous in his remarks about Bryant
College. He said he admired the tasks undertaken by the College and felt that the College
was a wise investment of his time (he is a Bryant
'Trustee) and resources. His gift to Bryant is the
largest we have ever received.
Our Development Fund Program went over
the million-dollar mark last month with a $25,000
corporate pledge from F. Robert Black, Class of
1962, President of the J. F. Moran Company,
Incorporated and Moran Shipping Agencies, Inc.
custom house brokers and ships agents throughout New England.
Just as exciting was a telephone call from a
graduate of a "few years bac~" who. said ~ow
pleased he was with the alumnI magaZIne articles
about Nelson Gulski. He also requested information for his lawyer so that he could include
Bryant College in his will for a legacy of $15,000.
Many of you may feel you want to do something along the lin~s of these two gifts: Others
will want to share In the 1973 AlumnI Annual
Fund, an expression of your loyalty and support
of the College. I am delighted that David Gardam, Class of 1952, will be your 1973 General
Chairman. The Fund raised nearly $31,000 last
year-a record amount.
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Bryant is among the upper one-quarter of
colleges and universities in the United States that
are not in serious financial difficulty. Your gifts
to Bryant College are not used for operating
funds, but for scholarships, endowment, special
programs funding, and for designated memorial
gifts.
Our varsity basketball team is outstanding.
Tom Folliard has an excellent group of boys, and
they are responding well to his coaching. It will
be a difficult task to choose a most valuable player
for the 1972-73 season, let me tell you.
Another sport, new for Bryant, is our swimming team. Assistant Professor Gerald Sussman
of the Marketing Department faculty is coaching
a team of twenty-seven boys. How fortunate we
are to have a pool in which they can practice,
although its dimensions are not Olympic size.
The four bowling alleys mentioned in our
building plans have been opened. The varsity
bowling team uses them regularly. In addition,
bowling leagues have been formed among students, administrators, and our secretarial staff.
We expect a challenging and exciting year.
You have much to be proud of as a Bryant alum.
I began by saying I enjoy your notes and letters.
Let us know the part you want to play in the
continued growth and rank in American higher
education for your College.

#~ 1. pr~

College

Femininity has nothing to do with it.
Dr.

Juani ta

You may remember Freud's plaintive query: "\tVhat
doe woman want? Good god! What does 'he want? "
His question has a contemporary- ring , to it <ttld i '
especially applicable to women in the bu ' ine~~ -ector,
,dlich is now being pushed to integrate sexually as well
as raciall y. It is probable that by the end of the ~even
ties the face (the figure?) of bu iness will be qui te a
new one; once the stereotype of which sex does which
job has given way, the marketplace will be a markedly
different place.
In this future busines world the kinds of jobs held
by women will be far more varied than heretofore;
equal pay for equal work will be assured not only by
law, but by commonly accepted practice; the worklife
of a woman, even when she has children, will be longer
than the worklives of earlier generations of women;
there will be greater numbers of single women and
more women heads of households, whose earnings will
be the only ource of family income; perhaps most
important of all, women's aspirations will be high, for
they are going to expect good jobs and good pay, even
as they expect to offer superior performance.
The Record of the Pa t
Such a pirations have not prevailed in the past, nor
lh. KrelJ.\' shares SOllie IJrogram notes with

lV1. Krep
would they have been met. Instead, women's participation in the busine s sector ha ' traditionally been
limited to clerical and 'ecretarial posts, from which only
a tiny fraction of the female were promoted to su pervisory pO 'itiolls and an even tinier percentage to the
executive level. Indeed, it would be mi leading to suggest that business has many such women even now.
T he record clearly shows a high concentration of women
in the lowest rank and salaries in busines, in government, and in the professions.
For despite the dr.amatic increases in number o(
women in market jobs, there ha been little drama in
most of the jobs they have done. They have continued
to staff the clerical jobs, the elementary classrooms, the
sales jobs; they have seldom been the corporate vicepre idents or the high school principals or the hospital
administrators. Their pay has been lower than that of
men. The market has been divided into men's jobs
and women' jobs. There have been significant wage
differential ' even when both are employed on the same
job. In contrast to other minority or di advantaged
groups who suffer an educational handicap, women
traditionally have been over-educated for most of the
job they were allowed to do.

tllI'ee sel1io1'S Ir am Mm'ion Central Catholic High School, Wm'cester, Mass,
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"The three-generation family
has gone the way
of the horse and buggy .
0

return. Yet it was the e mother who changed the
rule of the game. For they are the fir t group of women
who did resume work, in large numbers, after their children 'were in school. They began the pattern, now much
more commonly observed, of the plit career.

,1\T0men's prote ts in the last few years have been aimed
primaril y at these practices-the limiting of acce to
better careers, and the underpayment of women even
on the lower-level jobs. In the absence of a wider range
of job opportunitie , women have recognized that their
compensation would continue to Jag far behind that of
men. Hence women's battle for equality in the business
sector, with the resulting emergence of many issues
related to Sex in the Marketplace. 1

to

But What of the Future?
But what is ahead for young women and their careers?
The special problems confronting women who are
having their first job interviews have to do, not only
with the relation of their studies but al 0 that of their
marital plan, to the job in question. Over and over,
one hears the young woman's conversation with the per~Gnnel officer.
He: "I see you are twenty-two years old. When do
you plan to get married?"
She: "I have no immediate plans to marry."
He: "But surely you have a boy friend - a pretty girl
like you."
She: "''''ell, yes."
He: "You understand, of course, that there are many
jobs we can't offer to women becau e we know from experience that they quit after a year or so to get married."
And so it goes.
Alternatively, the young woman could insist that she
i interested only in building a career - that she will
not marry (which seem a lot to ask) ; or when married,
not have children (a promise most women are unwilling
to make). But if she did so, his re ponse could be equally negative; such a woman is unfeminine, and is sure to
have severe hangup that make her hard to get along
with.
,I.
The threat employers face from having women withdraw from work to have children has traditionally been
a substantial one. When mothers of the present college
students were preparing for their first jobs, they rarely
p}anned to work continuously. They felt no need to
O'ive long and serious thought to the work they would
do for the few years between school and childbearing;
once they left their jobs, moreover, they did not plan
Illallimore: The John Hopkin
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Press, 1971.
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But even the break in the career is now occurring less
and less often. College-educated women - who have
higher work rates at all ages than high school graduates
-- are much more likely to stay on the job straight
through childbearing and early childrearing than they
were a decade or so ago. Several factors account for
this increased emphasi on work outside the home: smaller family size, improved household technology, greater
urbanization, all tend to increase the supply of educated
woman power. On the demand size, the economy's longrun shift from blue-collar to white-collar employment,
from goods production to ervices, call for work of the
type women have typically done.
Certain factors also make this lifetime career pattern
more difficult for women. The three-generation family
has gone the way of the hor e and buggy, and there are
scarcely .any grandmothers around to care for small children; grandmothers, too, are pursuing careers. Standards for the education, health, and development for our
children are very high, requiring more parental attention, not less. The pace of urban living makes the running of both a home and a job far more exhausting.
In short, the demand on a mother's time are not reduced in all areas; the dual career continues to be a
challenge during that period when children are small.
The availability of day care center will hel p, although
we should not exaggerate their potential importance. For
even if child care can be provided for part of each day,
the young mother may find that part-time work during
this period is as much as she can handle. It is what she
does during this period, rather than how much she does,
that is important.
For the woman who has children, there is still a very
lcng worklife. She can marry, have two children, and
have them both in chool by the time she is in her early
thirties. She then ha a worklife of thirty-five year and
since she will typically outlive her husband, she will have
___ ~~ny more year in retirement than he. Having this

long worklife ,a head of her, the preparation she makes
for her career is important. Women can no longer expect to turn their backs on the marketplace, once and
for all, as soon as they become pregnan t.

years novv, he will also find that she will want to come
back, and quite soon. vVhat she learns now, and the
record she builds, are as important to her future as coIlege itself.

But many women will not observe this wife-and-mother
pattern. More and more, women feel free to remain
single, or to marry and remain childless, or to marry but
later divorce. Although most young women will marry
at some time, the numbers and proportions of women
who will be divorced, separated, or widowed are increasing. In many cases, these women have children and are
the sole support of their children. The percentage of
women heads of households is rising much faster than
the percentage of all households.

The same can be said for any advanced education or
training program for women. If she goes into a career
seriously, she must complete the training; at the very
least, finish the first phase. A Master's degree will be
an enormous help in finding one's way to a Ph.D. later.
Finishing a management internship in fine style encourages industry to hire more women in those positions.
Performance is thus critical. In no case is being a woman
an excuse for not doing a good job. And in no case
is doing a good job an excuse for not being a woman.
Femininity has nothing to do with it.

Career Options in the 70's
As society goes about changing Lhe working rules to
accord more nearly with the aspirations of today's young
woman, the young woman herself will go about the business of building her own future. What are her options?
Her options are, first of all, quite wide-ranging, despite
the fact that women have suffered serious disadvantages
in the past. Today she will find that most management
training programs are open to women; that medical
schools are eager to enroll women students; that engineering and architecture and law schools now admit
women on much the same basis as men. Computer science has always been open to women. Actuarial science
has become so. Hospital administration, a very fastgrowing field, is eager to train and hire women. Welfare
services, in which women have always excelled, is also
a growing sector. Family planning, social work, research,
civil service (federal and sLaLe), community planning,
recreation programs, journalism, radio and televisonaU these are fields women are familiar with. Few of
them require specific degrees, or majors in special areas.

If she can guard against gravitating toward those areas
that women are now oversupplying - primary and secondary teaching, for example - and reach, instead, for
the job that employs men as well as women - she will
find better earnings and opportunities for advancement.
Hence business careers should be particularly rewarding.
Once into the job, she must at all costs take it seriously.
For although she may find that she works only a few

Tho e of you who enter the work force in this decade
have a range of options - both career and lifestyle open to no previous generation of women. Em ployers
have a mandate to offer you equal access to the good
jobs. Legislation offers you protection from discrimination. Colleges and universities provide the education
necessary for entry and subsequent growth.
That leaves it pretty much up to you. We could talk,
you and I, about aspirations and dedication and perseverance - terribly old-fashioned words for such a contemporary setting. But these are individual qualities.
The level of aspirations cannot be affected by a talk from
a platform, nor yet from a feminist call to arms. You
have to confront yourself on what you want to do, where
you want to be five, ten, or twenty years from today.
Many of us who preceded you have found the working
world exciting, frustrating, demanding - but never dull.
'tVe will cheer you on your way.
Dr. Juanita M. Kreps, first woman Governor of the ew York
Stock Exchange, is also James B. Duke Profes or of Economics at
Duke University in Durham, North Carolina.
Her address preceded an academic convocation at which the
College's highest honors were confened, Doctor of Science in
Business Administration, honoris causa.
Nearly 400 high school seniors and their counselors were in
attendance at this symposium. Among the Symposium Committee
and panelists were several alumnae, Anna Bozaro '31, Bianca
Bernstein '62, Clarissa M. H. Patterson '53; Mary jane Pelkey '62,
Elizabeth A. Neilan '43 , Josephine Murgo '72, and Charlotte Lowney '48.
I
Professor Joan F. Marsella was Chairperson, assisted by Philip
R. Graf, assistant to the President of the College.
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KOF E

80 UNDA
DEDICATION
T'he affair on eptember 26 wa a "Tribute LO
01 Koffler", recognizing the donor of the large t
gift ever received by Bryant College, and Pre ident of American Tourister Luggage Company.
The invited gue ts were do e a ociates and
friends, as well a SO of American Touri ter" top
ale per onnel from throughou t the coun try.
Following remark of appreciation and welcOlne
by Pre ident Evart, Bryant College Chairman of
Lhe Board of Tru tees Clarence H. Gifford, Jr.
welcomed Mr. and Mrs. Koffler and expressed hi.
pleasure that the combination of an eminent bu ines figure and first-das institution of higher
education complimented each other so well.
In his own remark, Mr.
Tru tees and the College for
through the naming of the
and re tated hi feeling that
a "worthwhile investment"
. ources.

Koffler thanked the
honoring his family
"Koffler Rotunda",
Bryan t College was
of his personal re-

A reception followed the cerelllonies.
Mr. Koffler was born in Zborow, now part of
Ru ia. He emigrated to Lhe U niLec1 States in
1920 to go to chool, then Lo work for his brother
in a factory making steamer trunks. After an
as ociation with Sam onite Corporation, now his
Lup competitor, with whom he advanced to be
regional salesman, he went back to work for hi~
brother.
He founded hi own company in 1932, making
a line of suitca es. Gradually expanding fro1l1 a
one-man Inanufacturing organization wher he
was de igner, manufacturer, and sale 11lan, American Tourister Luggage Company now employs
·more than 1,000.
I-lis company ,vas fiLt to innovate the 1110lcling
6

of uitcase. It was the largest gamble ever taken.
Had it failed, it i po sible the company would
have gone under.
Mr. Koffler married the former Lillian Riter
and ha three daughters and five grandchildren.
He i a board member of several civic and charit:1ble organizations in Rhode I land, and active
in Jewi h affairs.
The citation pre ented to Dr. Koffler at the
1970 Commencement is reprinted herewith:
CI ATJON:

SOL KOFFLER
Pre ident
American Tourister Luggage
Doctor of Science in Business
Administration, Honoris ausa

01 Koffler, no one would dare tell you that the
bu ine s world i without its romance, YOll who
came here a poor boy from Poland and became
an innovator in the field of luggage manufa turing .
You founded merican Touri ter Luggage in Providence on hope and imagination. Yours wa a rare
gift which aw the po sibilities in revolutionary
lightweight con 'truction, blending plastic with
fibergla. When you started out in 1932, you had
no job. So, you created one for yourself and countIe others.
ow you are President and Chairman
of the Board of American Tourister Luggage and
a Director of the Luggage and Leather Good
NIanufacturer Asso iation. Your charitable affiliations are many. Your ha been the heartwarming
tory of one who builds economic po ' 'ibilit y out
of ideas. Bryant College with pride confer on you
the Degree of Doctor of Science in Business Administration, Honori Causa, with all of its rights
and privileges.

THE
OUTLOOK
FOR OUR ECONOMY

DR. THO (AS

A.

MA ION

EUPHORIC A.TTITUDES

There a ppears to be little doubt
about the direction the economy will
take during 1973. In fact, it has been
some time since there has been such
unanimous, euphoric, optimism expressed by both businessmen and
economists concerning the general direction of the economy. Let me sight
orne exam pIes of the oplimism being
expressed by our btl iness and economic leaders today.
" he simp:e fact that 1973 will
show improvement over 1972,
which has been a g'oocl year for
recovery, wilJ 111 ake ita boom year
in my book."
Gi ·br1·t H ebl1(,)") Via PTrsidel1 t
([]7 d Econom ist fm' .Ph i 1([deljJhi([
N([tion([' Bank.

"I ee many strengths in toelay's
business picture-rising consumer
incomes, heavy capital equipment
requirements from both manufacturing anel ervice industries, the
need to build inventories . . . "
AlbeTt H. Cox) Jr.) Executive
Vice President and Economist tOT
Lionel D. Eddy & Co.) Inc.

"We've never had more fun and
made more profit serving people
than we're having right now."
Herbert .J. Young) PTesident of
Gibraltar Financia! CorjJoration)
Los Angeles Savings and Loan
Holding Company.

"The Economy 'will use the strong
performance of 1972 as a springboard to make 1973 a banner
year."
Harold C. PasseT) Asst. Commerce
SeCTetary f01- Economic Affairs)
Commerce Department Rep01·t.
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Dr. 1I1al1;on is gTeeted by President Richard M ..Vixon following the signing of U,e Revenlle
Sharing Bill at Independence Hall in Philadelpllia> October 20, 1972. A lOllg-lillle (fe/vocate
of Tevenue shaTing, DT. 1\ifanion was invited by the White HOllse to this hislO1"ic event.

1Vlost of these euphoric statements
are supported by a urvey of the major forecasting services. The consenus is clearly that the gros national
product increase for 1973 will be in
the neighborhood of nine or ten percent.
vVharton Econometrics
9.8 rc
.\fichigan Research Seminar 10.3
The Conference Board
10.0
Chase Econometric Assn.
9.8
Dala Resources
9.5
National Association of Business Economists
9.3
Federal Reserve Bank of
Cleveland
9.6
The prognosticator are almost as
uniform in their outlook [or price increa es, unemployment trends, and
after-tax profit margin.

MAJOR AREAS OF CONCER

1

In evaluating an economy the size
of ours, it is obvious tbat one would
encounter numerous areas of concern.
' 'Vith the election behind us, we have
removed one area of concern for some
people. However, there remain many
areas of uncertainty that have the potential for upsetting our optimi tic
forecast. These include the termin(ltion of the war and a possible reduction in dden e pending; the continuation or termination of the economic
controls; government spending ceiling , the projected federal deficit; propo als for tax reforms; labor contracts
that will be negotiated eluring 1973
and the continued high levels o[ unemploymenL. The. e uncertainties concerning economic [aclors are coupled

with a concern over questions of
policies, particularly the effect the
landslide Pre idential victory might
have on changing domestic economic
policies plus the monetary and fiscal
policies for the next economic year.
As a basis for an economic forecast, I would like to review some of
these area of concern and suggest
reasonable
a sumptions regarding
uch areas. If the assum ptions are in
fact close to reality, then I believe
that we will have a sound basis for
predicting economic activity in ] 973.
End of the War:
There appears to be agreement in
mo t segments of ociety that a cease
fire in Vietnam is very close. There
appears also, however, to be an agreement among economi ts that the announcement of peace will have no
major immediate impact on the
economy. There is no a sumption that
there will be a peace dividend from
an end to the war. The end of the
war will apparently not significantly
relieve pressure on defense spending,
nor is there an anticipation of a large
number of returning veterans that
will be forced into the labor market.
It is also generally accepted that the
time between the announcement of
the intention to end the war and the
actual agreement on the details of
the settlement has penni tted the adjustments we might expect in the
tock market. One analyst was quoted
as aying that the Dow .Tones rose
every time Kissinger' plane landed in
a foreign country for peace talks.
The other side of this coin is that
there is no strong pe simism associated with the anticipation of peace.

The economic forecasts for '73 are
not tied to the continuation or the
ending of the war in Southeast Asia.
It is generally expected that the peace
will occur, the adjustments for this
have been made, and there will be
no substantial adjustments required
when the actual Clgreements are
reached.
The greate 't economic advantage
anticipated from the cease fire announcement will be the psychological
impact. Economists have listed consumer uncertai n ty as on e reason for
CI lack of real growth. If this is true,
then the ending of the war will certainly remove a major uncertainty
that has been credited with having
been a psychologically dampening
effect on the economy for a great
number of years. It is also anticipated by some that this cease fire
will bring stock market psychology
into better alignmen t wi th the economic fundamentals, as investors pay
more attention to the forces sustaining
a vigorous recovery.
The University of :M ichigan survey
Research Center indicates that consumer optimism improved greatly between May and September of ] 972.
Just how much of thi change in attitude may be attributed to the anticipation of the ending of the war is
not known. However, it is agreed that
any continued improvement in the
psychological confidence of the consumer will have a positive effect on
the economy.
In anticipation of a que tion, let
me explain why there is no appreciable decrease in defense spending
anticipated because of the end of the
war. The decision has been made to

change over to a volunteer army and
also to emphasize strategic military
forces. The volunteer army decision
means that military pay levels are
going to have to be higher than in
the past and that the r.ate of increase
in military pay is going to have to
keep pace with the rate of increase in
civilian pay more than it has in the
past. The strategic decision means
that there is going to be more emphasis on sophisticated military hardware such CIS bombers and nude<lr
su bmarines.
Inflation:

The revised third quarter figures
indicated a higher utilization of
ca pacity than originally forecast in
the economy this year. This information will no doubt serve to further
concerns over renewed inflation in
1973. Investigation will reveal that
the fear of inflation stems from different causes at different periods of
time. The major factors that lie behind the apprehension of renewed inflation for 1973 include: the size of
the projected federal deficit; ability
of Federal government to control
spending; uncertainty over the continuation of the price-wage controls
cheduled to expire in April; and the
number of major labor contracts to
be negotiated next year. These factors, in my view, are very much interrelated. Activity or action with one
factor will influence or even determine action in another factor, while
the sum of these factor will play a
major role in influencing the inAationary pressure for 1973.
Official government estimates for
the Federal deficit remain at twenty9

"• • • what are the prospects
for increased taxes?"

five billion dollars, while most economist are projecting a thin y to thirtyfive billion dollar deficit for fi 'cal
]973. Assuming for the moment that
thi projected def! it is e ' ccssive and
is likely to be a disruptive force in
the economy, what are the chance
for correcting this situation? Is it
rea onable to ex peel that the Federal
government can red lice its spending
or increase its revenuc?
I had stated above that the end
of the war would not yield a peace
dividend and that spending on defense would not be reduced. Spenc1i ng on defense for fiscal '73 is projected at 31.8% of the Federal budget
as compared to 49.8 % spent on defense in ] 960. During the past decade
the push for our Great ociety ha ,
seen a fourfold increase in the socalled "human resources" programs.
/\. major concern in these non-defense
program, is that many have followed
the same pattern as the defense cost
overrun. Spending levels of those programs have been mandated by past
legislations. The e expendi tures, such
as Social Security, Medicare, 'tVelfare,
interest in the public debt, etc., are
affectionately referred to a "R.U.O.",
that i. , Relatively Uncontrollable
Outlay. In a recent tudy the Brooking Institute estimated that RUO
pre ently covers orne 7l 7r of Federal
spending.
You will recall tbat President
Nixon was not uccessful in con\'il1ci ng Congre s to approve a .. 250 billion
ceiling in Federal spending. If the
Pre ident i determined to hold expenditures to this level, there will
have to be a 'jx to ten billion dollar
cut in Federal spending during the
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next six months. There is little indication that the new Congress will be
any more favorably disposed tmvards
the Pre ident's plan thilll their predecessors.
A a side note to the defici t comments, it should be noted that the
combined state and local governmen l.
are projected to have a urpl m in the
neighborhood of $15 billion for fiscal
1973. l\1uch of this surplus is expected
to be invested in Treilsury is lies and
therefore will help to offset the impact of the federal deficit in the
money market.
Turning to the other side of the
federal deficit coin, what are the
pro pects for increased taxes? Congress has historically shown strong resistance for any proposal to increase
taxes during peace time. The general
direction of our major tax changes
in the pa t decade has been to lighten
the burden for both individuals and
business. In 1964 personal income tax
rate, were sharply cut; in 1969 per,onal deduction and exemption allowances were rai ed for individual.
For bu iness, the investmen t tax
credit wa introduced in 1962, later
resci nded and re-enacted j n 1971. ccelerated depreciation guidelines were
adopted in 1963 and further liberaliled in 1969.
This evidence ~lIgge:-,t:-, that Congres will probably be unwilling to
consider eriously a major tax inrease ba 'ed on the ta te of the
economy as vie'wed to date. This i:,
not to imply that there will be no
tax legislation th is year. These tax
bills 'will be labeled as tax reform and
will deal with area that will requir
extensive debating.

Economic Contro ls:
The future of the econol1l ic con tro1
program, which are presently slated
to expire on April 30, are ex p ~ Clecl to
be continued in some form . . \ stated
major objective of the economic controls program wa to reduce innation
to a 2 - 3 % level. Thi target ha:,
not been achieved last year nor js it
expected to be this year. In fan,
given the continued ex pansion 0[' the
economy requiring greater lltiliz{l tion
of capacity, and the projected federal
deficit which will add pres-urc on the
interest rates, the fear of renewed in ·
flation is greater in '73 than in '72,
A uming the administration is seri ous about the stated inflationary targets, it seems unlikely that the con trols will be allowed to elapse tIl is
pri!. The concensus i that there
will be a continuation beyond A. pril
followed by a gradual dismantling of
the con trol .
La bor N egotia tions:
1973 will include labor negotiations
covering nearly five million worker '.
Historically, contracts covering this
many workers have had a major impact on future wage structures. Foremost of the big labor contracts to be
negotiated in 1973 will be the United
Auto 'Vorkers. Some bu inessmen
will onfront an interesting dilemllla
in 1973. On the one hand tbey will
desire removal of controls as more
firms bump again t the federal ceiling
on profit margins, but on the other
there will be a de ire for continuation
of the ontrols that will take the
pressure off what otherwise might be
tough labor negotiation. Given the
after-tax profit margin thi year and
tllO~e proje ted for 1973, it is reason-

able to assume that most businesmen
will opt for a continua tion of the
controls through 1973.
TRADITIONAL ECONOMIC CONTROLS
FISCAL AND MONETARY POLICY
Traditionally the Government has
relied on monetary and fi cal policies
to influence the course of our economic activity. Fiscal policy was as'igned a major role in the early '60s
in the belief that the full economic
potential could be attained by eliminating the fiscal drag. Deficit spending
was thought to be a method of accelerating growth and achieving full
employment.
Anticipating a mood in Congress
that will be determined to show President Nixon that he does not have
a mandate from the people to freely
impose his will, there appears to be
Ii ttle chance for ei ther a tax increase
or substantial decre.ase in government
spending this year. This implies that
fiscal policy cannot be relied upon to
provide economic stability in the immediate future.
The optimistic foreca ts for 1973
assume that the Federal Reserve will
institute correct monetary policy.
That is that the money supply will
accommodate the growth requirements without over-reacting to the
upward pressures expected on interest
rates. Money supply increase ranged
from 10% to 4% in 1972. Although
criticized for the swings and exce sive
upply in the past, recent evidence of
monetary restraint by the federal reerve has been very encouraging. A
prevailing concept is that a stable
increase in the money supply in the
neighborhood of 6% will allow a non-

inflationary planned growth. "Monetary policy may in fact be inaclvertently leaning toward a "passive accommodation" philosophy as opposecl
to the "positive control" policies of
recent years.
Assuming some validity in the projected role for the traditional fiscal
and monetary controls in the economy, the administration might well
find it the time for new controls.
We have observed the bold, innovative, even dramatic, ventures proposed for the international scene.
What might we expect as the sights
of the administration are turned toward our domestic economy.
OUTLOOK FOR 1973
The expansion that began in 1971
will be continued in 1973. The economic performance in 1973 will not
be quite as good as 1972. Real growth
next year will be less than 1972 and
inflation will be higher. Although the
increase in GNP will virtually be repeated in 1973, the increase in prices
will be close to 4% and the increase
in real output will be substantially
less than 6 %. (In 1972 the real
growth will be 6.3 % and price increase 3.2 %). The first and second
quarter of 1973 should be tronger
than the second half of the year.
Consumer:
As real income continues to ri e,
consumers are expected to provide a
major source of strength in the economy for 1973. The 20% increase in
Social Security Benefits (effective in
'72), and the anticipated large Feder.al tax refunds because of overwithholding this year, are expected
to provicle a ubstantial thrust to con-

sumer spending. Consumer spending
i expected to be particularly strong
in the areas of soft goods. I t is assumed there will be no increase in
taxe during 1973. If the encl of the
war does in fact restore or boost con sumer confidence, then the consumer
might play an even larger role in
1973. There are ample saving's
(6.4 %) to be drawn on should there
be a change in the psychological confidence of the consumer.
Business:
If realized profit are an indicator
of anticipated profits, and anticipated
profits determine investment decisions, then 1973 should be a good
year. Business is expected to increase
its rate of investment by about 12 %
in 1973. This estimate places the
planned capital spending in the
neighborhood of $98.6 billion for
1973. Despite increased investmen t o(
about 10% in 1972, the Commerce
Department reports indicate a substantial decline in inventory - sales
ratios. Strong growth in sales, particularly during the second quarter
of 1972, is the reason given for the
unintended decline in inventory balances. Given full recognition to extreme prudence recently exhibited by
business, the need to satisfy current
clemand and the need to restore inventory balance will assure high investment levels in 1973.
Residential construction is classified under Investments in the national
accounting system. The home building boom in 1970 and 1971 has
leveled off. The projection for housing tart for 1973 is placed at two
million units as com pared with the
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estimated 2.4 million for 1972. It is
expected that ufficient funds will be
ava~lable to finance this hou ing. The
projected decline i attributed to a
decline in demand. This decline in
housing, following historical patterns,
should be followed by a slowing in
the growth in furniture and appliance
sales. You will recall the heavier increase in the consumer sector was
expected in soft good. It is expected,
however, that a good portion o( the
slack in residential construction will
be offset by increases in commercial
construction. Pre - tax corporation
profits, which were estimated to be
up some 14 rc in 1972, are projected
to how an addi tional 12 j{ increase
in 1973. Even conservative estimates
are suggesting a 10 % after-tax profit
increa e next year. Although profit
margins are still projected to outdistance real gains in GNP, the reduction in the increase profit margin is
based on a projected slow down in
productivity gains. Further expansion
of the economy and greater utilization
of resources are expected to reduce
the unusually higher productivity
gains experienced during the past
year.
Government:
The level of Federal government
expenditure looms as a major factor
in predicting economic activity for
1973. The fact that most forecasts
[or 1973 are expressing strong reservation over the Federal budget is in
j t elf encouraging. There may also
be some optimi m in the fact that
Congres, while defeating the spending ceiling bill, did, for the first time
In recent history, serious~ y r'onsider
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the question of relating revenue and
pending requirement.
It i believed that President Nixon
a a majority President will strongly
attempt to prevent exces ive government spending. Facing political realities, it is also expected that the size
of the defici t will be in the vicini ty
of $32 billion. There i every reason
to believe the money market can accommodate this size deficit without
a credit crunch. Based on recent experiences, businessmen have been
aware of the importance of remaining
liquid and corporations have a strong
cash flow position today. Given the
present slack in the economy, the high
rate of savings and the anticipated
state and local budget surpluses, there
should not be a credit crunch in 1973.
Short - term interest will increase
lightly. Thi does not mean that
the Federal Reserve will over-react
and renew inflationary speculation.
There should be no ignificant increa es in long-term rates. I t is expected that the Federal Reserve
policy will provide sufficient credit to
finance the deficit and continue financing the non-inflationary growth
out checking off the business expanwithout checking off the business expansion.
SUMMATION

By con idering the projected expenditures for consumption, investment, and government, 1973 appears
to be another good year. Real growth
hould be about 5.5 %, price increase
will push 3.8 % , with unemployment
'howing a mode t improvement to
5.3 %. The money market hOll~d be
able to handle the projected Federal

deficit; a tax increase will not be
necessary, and the Federal Reserve
hould continue its stable growth in
money supply around the 6 % level.
Short-term interest rates should increase, but the economic expansion
will not reach the point where excess
demand causes uncontrollable inflationary pressures. It is thought that
the economic controls will be continued in some form and that the
President will attempt to control excessive government spending.
Hopefully the end of the war will
erve to restore confidence in all sectors of our society. Certainly one of
these days the stock market has to
start to reflect the realities of an cxpan ionary economy.
Dr. Thomas A. Manion i Vice Presidenl
forcademic Affairs and Provo t at Bryant
College. He is a member of the Governor's
Council of Economic dvisors, the Rhode
~ land Council for Economic Education, and
1
a Director of the New England Council
(or Economic Development.
This . peech was given at lhe Fifth Annual
Investment Seminar held at the Colleo-e on
Tovember 18, 1972.
0

SPORTS
NEWS
Basketball
Our team will be in Savannah,
Georgia, on January 4 to meet the
Pirates of Armstrong State University.
Then on January 10 they cla h with
Fort Lauderdale University at Fort
Lauderdale.
Probably the game gaining the most
attention i with Rhode Island Colleae, to be played at the new Providence Civic Center on February 12.
The Anchormen overtook Bryant a
year ago when the Indians met them
in ~heir initial clash in our new gymnaSIum.
Golf
Following a succe sful fall season,
the team is planning tmvard their annual trek to Florida to participate in
the Miami International, 1\Iarch 2124. Coach Arthur Boulet reports tha I
a tournament among alumni member of the Golf team has generated
a great deal of enthusiasm for the
coming year.

ball playoffs to claim the title for the
fifth year in a row. The score 7-6.
The winners of the independent
team, The Raider, trounced TKE
with a 2-0 win in the playoffs. The
Raiders, we are told, date back to our
old campus where they were formed
a the Appleby Raiders named after
Appleby Hall.
A thletic Association
Intere t in the Bryant College Athletic A sociation has been increasing
as more alumni realize the diver it)'
of facilitie available to them. Memberships are . 25 per year for your
family or you and ague t.
The 1972-1973 Vanity Basketball co-ca[Jlain
shown with Coach Tom Folliard.

There are more than 25 acre of
athletic facilitie. The gymnasium
has a tartan-surfaced floor for ba ketball and volleyball, auna baths,
men's and women's exercise rooms,
and weight rooms. A six-lane running track is av.ailable for jogging,
there are football, soccer, and baseball
fields, a five-mile cro s country course,
and tenni court.
You are invited to write for more
information. Get in on the fun o[
meeting other alumni by being a
member of the Bryant College Athletic A sociation.
BTl/ce

Stewart and Ray DetJelteau are

wimming
A fledgling port at Bryant in former years, Coach Gerald Sussman has
an unusually talented group of men.
Practice sessions in our own pool have
afforded them the convenience never
before available. Mark Rafferty '76,
i team Captain. He is the son of
Robert and Eileen '48 Rafferty. In
coming meets they will swim against
Babson, Nichols, Assumption, Lowell
Tech, Boston College, MU, and be
in the NAIA meet at Bridgewater.
Cross-Country
Records will fall this year as Coach
Fred Reinhardt's runners gain experience from participation in the National A sociation of Intercollegiate
thletic meet held in November.
Al 0 ahead are matches with several
major colleges and universities in
New England.
Intramural
Tau Kappa Epsilon outlasted Kappa Tau in the fraternity touch foot-
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College Officers Elected
To Trustee Boards
President Harry F. Evarts has been
elected to the Board of Trustees of
People's Savings Bank in Providence.
He has served as con ultant to 'everal companies, and in 1960 went to
Japan to be a consultant to educators
and businessmen on the subject o(
production control. During July .and
August of 1970 he taught in the first
advanced management course for Af·
rican business executives in Kenya,
Africa. A similar program wa conducted in 1971 in Zamhia.
Vice President for Business Affairs
and Treasurer at Bry.ant, Frank A.
Delmonico, has been elected a mem ber of the Board of Trustees of
Bloomfield College, Bloomfield, N. ,T.
A member of the Class of 1962 from
our Evening Division, he also holds
an A.B. degree from St. Michael's College in Vermont, and has pursued ad·
vanced studies in the fields of husi ·
ness admini tration . The Delmon ·
ico's reside in .T ohnston, R. 1.
Vice President for Public Affairs ,
Joseph H. Hagan, has been elected to
the Board of Trustees of Mount SaiD t
Joseph's College in 'VVakefiel d, R. J.
He was appointed Director of Development at Bryant in 1968, and in
1970 was elected to his present ad ministrative position . He earned his
bachelor's degree at Providence College, cum laude, and his master's de·
gree from Boston University. In 19fiR
he was honored with a doctor of Jaws
degree, honoris causa, from Salve Re·
gina College in Newport.
Dr. Thomas A. Manion, Vice Pre ident for Academic Affairs, serves as a
Trustee of Our Lady of Providence
Seminary in Warwick, R. 1. He
earned his bachelor' degree at Sl.
Bonaventure, his master's degree at
Boston College, and hi Ph.D. at
Clark University. Appointed to th e
faculty in 1960, he was el ected to hi .
present position in 1969.
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Professor Georgios Pan.
Piperopoulos R,e signs To
Accept Directorship
On December 17, Professor Georgios Pan. Piperopoulos departed from
Boston to fly to his native Greece
to become Director for the National
Centre of Social Research in northern
Greece. He will have offices in Ath·
ens, as well as Salonica.
His appointment, effective Jan lIary
1, 1973, is an honor for Bryant College, which he considers his "second
home".
The Board of Directors of the National Centre is placing Dr. Pi pero·
poulos in charge of a sizeable staff of
dedicated young ocial scientists who
will delineate and define the par.ame·
ters which will provide socio-economic
development of the North Region of
Greece, and initiate and innovate programs at the Aristotelian University
of Salonica to upgrade existing resources in the social sciences and train
new personnel.
He i the author and editor of four
books ,a nd numerous articles and has
been a consultant to several agencie
and institutions throughout New England, as well as to such well-known
drug addict rehabi1itation programs
as Marathon House and Spectrum
House.

It is interesting that "Mf. P " became associated with Bryant. He came
to the United States with a Fulbright
Scholarship, earned his Bachelor's Degree at City College of New York, his
Master's Degree at the University o[
Massachusetts, then returned to Europe for hi Ph.D. at the University
of Salzburg, majoring in psychology
and sociology. He categorizes the
European academician as more methodical and theory oriented. In
America he feels, we are empiricists.
We are eager to reach conel usions,
whereas the European social scientists
might be slower to accept evidence.
Both might be theoretical , but the
European is less of an empiricist.

At our old campus.in Providence
and here in Smithfield. "Mr. P" has
been a counselor and innovator. He
began what becanl~' known as the
"Appleby Experimen.t", an informal
dialogue between tud~nt, facul ty,
and administrators. 1\ founding
member of the Bryant Chess Club,
he has al 0 been faculty advisor to
au Kappa Ep ilon Fraternity.

His parents are very proud of hili
new appointment, particularly becau e it will bring him back to his
home town. All of his associates at
Bryant wish him well. We look forward to his return for visits and th e
exchange of correspondence.

Hi latest book, "The German Experience: Migrant Greece Worker in
We t Germany", wa publi hed in August, 1972, by Simon and Schu ter.

Bryant College was among five
Rhode Island colleges receiving grants
from etna Life and Casualty's aiel
LO higher education proo-ram in 1972.

Grant To College

Alumni From Hartford Fill
Two Buses And Visit Bryant

Alfano Named V-P For
National Blue Cross-Blue Shield

IT'S ALL YOURS

Sunday, October 29, wa cool, rain),
and gray. By 7 a.m. lumni Association l\Iember-at-Large Joe Iaceda '59
and Alumni Director Ken Cedergren
were on their way to lVlanchester,
Conn., to help co-ordinate a bus trip
[or Hartford area alumni to come
down to visit Bryant.

Consider holding your next
meeting in your
lumni Center.
Built in 1708, i l i one o[ the oldest houses in northern Rhode Is·
land.

George Shenkman '38, Gail Eaton
Colon '58, and Patricia Killian Mahon '57 had telephoned, inserted
newspaper notice, and "passed the
word" concerning this event. George,
the president of Pilgrim Mills Fabric
Stores, offered the use of his store's
parking lot, and served coffee and
donuts to early arrivals in the foyer
of store.

I ts use is geared to alumni
groups of not more than twenty
[or meetings and sit-clown dinner.
Provision can be made for activities such as breakf.ast, luncheon,
and teas.

When the two 45-pas enger buses
pulled up at 10 a.m., the anticipation
and good fellowship heightened, Fully loaded, the bu e made their way
onto the Wilbur Cross Parkway, then
down Route 44, to Routes 101, Route
116, to Route 7 and the entrance to
Bryant.
President Harry Evarts, Vice Pre 'ident Joseph H. Hagan, Profes ors
Robert F. Birt, Karen Carley, and
Elizabeth States, assi tant to Vice
Pre ident Barry Fullerton, joined several member of the Alumni Association for a Luncheon in the main dining room. The group was then p~ it
into two groups for tours of the Uni·tructure and visits to the Alumni
House.
The Hartford alumni are planning
toward an event in the pring of 1973.

ADVANCED DEGREES
Montclair State College (N. J.)
Wayne Purnell '67, Ma ter or Arts ill
Teaching.

Alumni use will be on a firstcome, first-served basis, allowing
at least two week notice of your
intention to schedule a function.

Address your request for use or
the Alumni Center to:

Bryant College
Alumni O ffice
Smithfield, R I 02917

Suffolk University (Mass.) -Paul F.
Sroczynski '69, Master of Business Adminis tra tion.
Boston University (Mass.)- Amelia
Madeira Silva '67, Master of Education.
Rhode Island College-Henry
Vona '68, Ma ter of rt in
ing.

. Dceach-

Univer ity of Connecticut-Dorothy
Brayton Waterman '69, Master o[
Art.
alem State College (Mas.) -Elizabeth Muracl1. Fetela '67, Bachelor of
cience in Bu iness Education.

William X. Smith Named Officer
of Virgin Islands Bank
The Board of Directors of The
Peoples Bank of the Virgin Islands
has elected William X. Smith '60 to
the position of Vice President-Cashier.

Benjamin Alfano '52 ha been
named to a vice presidency with the
Blue Cros Association and the National A ociation of Blue Shield
Plans, both headquartered in Chicago. He will direct their joint Long
Range Sy terns Planning activities, beginning his duties in January, 1973.
His association wi th Rhode Island
Blue Cross began in 1941, and he has
held virtually every internal administrative post. Named Senior Vice
President in 1966, he was given sole
responsibility for electronic data
processing. He directed a system utilizing twin S/360-50 IBM computer
adapted for substantial teleprocessing.
In 1972 he was one of the first II
executives in the United States to
earn, through written examination,
the certificate of recognition and
membership in The Academy of Certified Administrative Management of
the
International
Administrative
Management Society.
He coordinated two alumni Phonothons for the College which raised
over $5,000 in pledges, and serves as
a member of the Board oE Trustee's
Committee on Honorary Degrees.
Ben and his wife, Alice (Buonacorsi)
'46, will be relocating in Chicago.
Hi responsibilities will be those of
chief oper.ations officer.
He was formerly a sistant treasurer
of the Unity Bank & Tru t Company,
Boston, Mas ., and was one of twent yone young black men selected to participate in ·an intern program sponored by the American Bankers As 0ciation in 1969.
He began his dutie
and is headquartered
Amalie, St. Thomas.

eptember 1
Charlotte
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Beta Sigma Chi alumni jay Einhor'l1, jean Brodeur, Mark Pechak, and Arthur Benilllan.

Beta Sigma Chi Holds
Annual Alumni Meeting
The brothers of Beta Sigma Chi
Fraternity Alumni Association met at
the campus on October 28 for a tour
of the U nistructure and a business
meeting.
Shown above are the alumni offi-

Deaths

Word has come to the Alumni Office of the death of Miss ALMA D.
:M ARTINSON. She was a resident
of N. Attleboro and graduated in 190"L
lVIrs. ORAL REYNOLDS CRANSTON died October 17. She was in
the Class of 1907 and had re idecl in
North. Kingstown, R. I.
A member of the Class of 1907, IDA
M. WELSH ROUGVIE died October
27 at her home in Providence. She is
urvived by a son and a sister.
A graduate with. the Class of 1942,
EVELYN MARIE ARCHER died in
August at the age of 49. She had been
a reporter and editor for The Day
newspaper in New London, Conn., for
more than 18 years. Evelyn was a sister of Sigma Lambda Theta orority.
A co-founder of the accounting firm
of Boucher & Marrow in Brattleboro.
Vermont, ROBERT A. BOUCHER
died November 1 of a heart attack.
16

cers presenting a check for $165.00 to
Arthur Berriman, Alumni Association
Member-at-Large and Alumni House
Committee member, for an AM/ FlYI
stereo system installed in the Alumni
House. The brothers expressed the
hope that other Greek Letter alumni
members might consider other gifts
to honor their organizations.
He wa 47 .and a past-president of
the Vermont Society of CPA's. Robert was a Town Meeting Representative and active in civic affairs. A
brother of Tau Epsilon fraternity, he
graduated with the Class of 1948.
Surviving him are a daughter, Patricia; a son, Peter; and a sister.
A teacher in the Fall River school
system for the last 17 years, WILLIAM C. TERCEIRO died November 18 in Peter Bent Brigham
Hospital in Boston. He graduated in
1949 and received a masters degree
from Calvin Coolidge College in
Boston.
Surviving are his wife,
Eleanor, and a daughter, Kathleen.
Two honorary degree recipient have
also died recently. Mrs. Margaret
Dea y Sweeney '58 and Dr. Edmund
Cooper Mayo '61.
Mrs. Sweeney died November 7 following a nine-month iUne-s. She was
a retired advertising executive from

the Standish-John on Company oE
Providence. vVhen she retired in 1958,
Bryant awarded her an honorary
Ma ter of Science in Business Administration, degree. She was a co-founder and past-president of tbe vVomen's
Advertising Club of Providence. Mrs.
Sweeney is survived by her husband,
Arthur, Class of 1928.
Dr. Mayo began his association with
the Gorham Corporation in 1924 and
retired as chief executive officer in
1959. He was active in many trade
and industrial organizations, as well
as civic :activities. H 'e was chairman
ot the board of Gorham in 1961 when
he was honored by Bryant, but retired from all active participation in
the company's affairs in 1963. He died
October 26 at his home in ~orth
Kingstown, R. 1.

Marriages
KATHLEEN B. ABERT '68 and
Rodd J. Pedrotti on July 15 in Lenox,
Mass.
Peter F. McBride, III and SANDRA
1\1. AIELLO '71 on October 23 in
Providence.
JAMES H. ANDERSON '67 and
Varna M. Bourne on September 9 in
vVarwick, R. I.
GARY A. BERARD '72 and Linda
Christine Smith on September 24 in
Central Falls, R. I.
HOWARD M. BROlYIBERG '70 and
Susan Jane Silverm.an on August 20
in Sharon, Mass.
ALLAN STEVEN COHEN '00 and
Ellen S. Terban on June 17 in Brookline, Mass.
THOMAS J. CORONIS '71 and
Elaine Cormier in August, 1972.
Robert A. Masi and CONSTANCE
A. COYNE '71 on October 21 in
Providence.
ROBERT L. DEL VECCHIO and
Jean I. Gillis on November 4 in
Stamford, Conn .
DAVID J. DUDAS '72 and Catherine
Turner in August, 1972.
Corlandt K. Caliup and ALICL M.
FRETT '69 on April 27, 1972.

Steven meed and U A GR Y '7n
in July, 1972, in Sharon, 1a .
Larry J. Polinsky and MARTE A L.
GROVE '67 on May 27, 1972.
CHARLES C. HASKELL, Jr. '71 and
VELDA M. LADD '72 on October 28
in Conn.
THOMAS HENDERSON '69 and
Lynda Rose lVlancini in September.
PATRICIA ANN LAZOURAS '67
and Demetrius Trempelas on September 17 in Pawtucket, R. 1.
LINDA ANN LE DOYT '72 and
Gregory D. Bowman on SepLember 2.
PETER S. MARCHESSEAUL T '70
and Marian Elizabeth Sammataro Oil
July 22 in Westerly, R. 1.
SANDRA NI. wIARTINELLI '69 and
ROBERT R. SANSONE '70 on September 24 in Providence.
HELEN A. MELICH '72 and ROGER W. PEARLY '71 in August, 1972.
JOSEPH E. PICARD '72 and Muriel
Louise Crowell on September 9 in
Hope Valley, R. 1.
HARRY PIERCE '69 and Elizabeth
Dowd in September.
BRUCE SCOTT '72 and Virginia
Sparrow on September 30 in Chatham, Mass.
EDWARD A. SHAPIRA '65 and
SANDRA SLOBODINSKY '63 on
August 20 in Providence.
KENNETH SKITT '66 and Beverly
Maroccio in August, 1972.
ROBERT STOSSE '70 and Kathleen
We tmoreland in Augu t in Westerly.
JOAN MARIE WILSON '67 and
Donald Chamberlin on September 9.

Class News

1907

Bryant's own "Coventry Correspondent", MILDRED ALBRO PARKER, has reported several items of interest to the Alumni Office. You can
he1 p, too, by passing .along news of
your own class or of other Bryant
alumni and former Rhode Island
Commercial School alumni.

1909
EDITH ALTER QUIN
,,·.a honored at a dinner on the occasion of
her 80th birthday by more than 300
well wishers. Thi eyent al 0 honored
her for 45 year of service to the
Cumberland, R. I., chool system
where she is assistant secretary to the
superintendent. Also present for the
dinner was Mrs. Quinn's aunt, NORA
O'BRIEN WILDE, Clas of 1899.

1911

right .away so that reunion new will
reach them promptly.

1920
Any .a lumni from thi CIa or former
classmates of JEANETTE GL
TZ
SCHWARTZ are invited to be in
touch with her, in care of the Alumni
Office, Smithfield, R. I. 02917. Your
notes and letters will be forwarded
to her. Jeanette is doing a fine job of
locating the "Twenties" to get them
back on our mailing lists.

1934

EVELYN B. VIGEANT ANDERSON has opened a real estate firm in
Warwick, Evelyn B. Ander on, Realtors. She is an as ociate member of
the Real Estate Apprai er A sociation, a Director of the Kent County
Board of Realtors, and a member oC
the Commericial Investment Division
of the National In titute o[ Real
Estate Boards.

1938

ROBERT SHERlVIAN is serving as
the fir t Executive Secretary for the
Town of Wareham, Mass. The position i imilar to a town manager.
PEARL N. ARMSTRONG, shown in
this photo with ELIZABETH RA7\ISAY THURSTON '28, is a member
of the American Bell Society and resides in Newport, R. I. She is retired
from Congdon & Carpenter Company
in Providence. Elizabeth i retired
from the Kidder, Peabody &.: Company, having worked in their Providence and Newport office . The ladies
were photographed when they vi ited
the Alumni House this past summer.

1913
The Class officer: VINCE T VOTOLATO, Sr., FLORENCE 1\1.
CUMMINGS, G. ELMER LORD,
and JOSEPH lVIEAGHER have held
two meetings at the College to make
plans for your 60th Reunion Anniversary in 1973. If you know of classmates who are not getting mail from
the College, send their name along

1940
ROSLYN ROBERTS LEVINE is
secretary to the Director oE Admisions at John on & Wale College of
Busines in Providence. The Director
i
a Bryant alumnus, MANUEL
PIME TEL, Jr. '61.

1942
RICHARD HEARN of Foster, R. 1..
i'i vice president and treasurer oC
Gladding-Hearn Shipbuilding Corporation of Somer et, Mass. He also
teache at Johnson & Wales College
of Bu ines , where he is a sociate proEe sor of accounting.

1948
The Class will mark it Twenty-fifth
Reunion Anniver ary in 1973. Members of the Class who wish to plan
[or this event should drop a note to
the Alumni Office.
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AI GELO R. IAN E ELLI, Jr. i
an insurance and real estate broker in
Smithfield, R. I.
HERBERT J. 0' ElL ha been promoted to assi ·tant circulation director
of the P1'ovidence ] o1l1'71al-Bullcl in.
EDW RD J. QUINN has been ap·
pointed to the Board oC Finance in
We t Haven, Conn.
PAULINE L RSEN CROOKS repre ented Bryant College at the inauguration of the new president of Weber State College in Ogden, Utah, on
November 10.

1949
GEORGE W. ACKROYD has been
appointed chief executive officer of
the Sanford Trust Com pan y in San ·
ford, Maine.
RICHARD A. BELANGER is chairman of the Bu iness Department at
Warwick Veterans Memorial High
School. He earned a B.S. in Bus. Ed.
degree at Bryant in 1960, his M.A.
at the University of Rhode I land in
1964, and his M.B.A. at URI in 1969.
KENNETH 1. CHASE ha been
named director of the Accounting Department for Aetna Life and Casualty
Company in Manchester, Conn.
HOMA P. WALLACE has been
elected president of the Providence
Chapter of the American Institute of
Banking, American Bankers As 0 ialion. He is as istant vice president at
Citizens Bank in Providence.

1950
Lt. Colonel ARTHUR J. DESMARAIS is erving with a United
tates Mi ion in the Philippines.
The Reverend JAMES H. DUHAIME
has been transferred to t. Mary"
Parish in Providence.
AUL W. JAFFE is as ociated with
the Eddie Goodman Company in
Haverhill, Mass.
HAROLD JOH DROW, .Ir. ha
been appointed to the Board of Finance in New Britain, Conn.
MARY LEHTINEN MEYER has ac18

cepted a pOSItIOn teaching at the
Chel ea High School in Vermont.

1951
AT LE C NDELMO has been ap pointed busine s manager of the Bristol, R. 1., School Department.
JOHN VV. CONLEY is a new member of the Board of Directors of
Utility Brass and Copper Corporation, lYIoonachie, N. J. He resides in
Rehoboth, Mass., and is vice president of Horton-Angell Company, a
plating firm in Attleboro.
RICHARD W. DYER, assi tant profe sor of busine s education at the
New Britain campus of Central Connecticut State College, has been
chosen "Outstanding Business Educator of the Year" by the 500-member
Connecticut Business Educators Association. He has been at Central since
1964. They reside in Southington.
ROBERT D. LAPORTE is Bond
.Manager {or Alexander & Alexander,
Inc., Philadelphia.
HENRY LIBERATORE is comptroller of The Smith and Oby Company,
a mechanical contracting firm in
Cleveland, Ohio.
RICHARD L. MAHAN has been
elected vice president of operations
at the First Federal Savings & Loan
Association of Providence.
ALBIN J. RICHTAREK i manager
of general accounting and taxes for
the General Electric Com pan y in
Providence.

1952
FRANCIS R. BELL is a self-employed
insurance agent in Smithfield, R. 1.
ARTHUR J. BERRIMAN has been
named director of purcha ing for the
\l\Tilliamscraft Division of vtek Corp.
The plant is in Ea t Greenwich, R. 1.
RICHARD G. GILCREA T is the
new president of Dirigo Bank & Tru t
Company in ugusta, Maine.

1953

ROBERT J. CARLEY is as ociated
in an accounting practice in West

Warwick, R. 1., Carley and Petrarca.
DONALD N. COLON is a partner in
the real estate firm of Evans & Clapp.
He is in charge of the von, Conn. ,
Office.
ROGER \V. CO\tVLE has been ap ·
pointed as 'istant dire LOr, budget and
expense control in the ca ual,ty-property actuarial department a t the
Traveler In urance Companie , Hartford, Conn.

1954
CASIMER M. PUSCIZNA has been
appointed a sistant cla sified manager
of The Standard-Times) New Bedford,
IVlass.

1955
P UL EDWARD HAGUE i controller and assi tant treasurer at
Cabot, Cabot & Forbes Company in
Boston.
ROBERT C. PENNEY is a broker
with Peters Real E tate of North
Eastham, Mass .

1956
M. EARL ADAMS, Jr. is vice president of an in urance company in
Johnston, R. 1.

1957
GEORGE H. BABCOCK i the new
guidance director of the Central
Junior High School in East Providence, R. 1.
.J OSEPH H. LEMIEUX ha be n promoted to Mideastern Manufacturing
Manager for the Glass-Container Division of Owens Illinois, Inc.
DONALD P. PFISTER is president
of a new firm he has formed, In urance Careers, Inc., in Providence.
JOHN M. RUGGIERI has joined
the taff of Nels Tyring & s ociates
of Hampton, N. H., as a representative. He will cover all of New England, and reside in Pawtucket.

1958
. DONALD BEAUDOI i a public
accountant in West Warwick, R. J.
CHARLES A. CALVERLEY, Jr. is a
trust officer at the Attleboro' Trust

Company. He recently completed
studies at the National Graduate
Trust School of Northwestern University.
EARLE P. ENG LEY is an employer
benefits consultant with Equitable
Life Assurance Society of the United
States and has an office in Providence.
RALPH M. PELLICANO is office
manager for the Guild-Moulton Construction Corp. in East Providence.
ROBERT V. PERRONE is the head
of the Business Department at Toll
Gate High School in Warwick, R. I.

1959
ERNEST R. FAMIGLIETTI, Jr. is
director of research in the Trust Department of Industrial National Bank
of Rhode Island.

1960
FRANCIS G. CARNEY has been promoted to banking officer by Rhode
Island Hospital Trust National Bank.
He is now in their Woonsocket Office.
CANEW T. COTATGIS is associated in a clothing business on Aquidneck Island. He resides in Portsmouth,
Rhode Island.
DAVID B. SNELL is manufacturing
manager of Avon's Manufacturing
Laboratory in Middletown, N. Y.
DARELLE LEE WHITE is secretary
in charge of billing at the Canberra
Medical Laboratories, Inc. in Meri~
den, Conn.

1961

THEODORE COHEN is director of
marketing for a division of Columbia
Broadcasting Company in New York
Ci ty. He is the brother of STEWART
COHEN '72, now a graduate student
at Springfield College in Massachusetts and former ATchway Editor.
DOUGLAS C. LIBBY has joined the
Pine State Adjusters, Inc. in Portland,
Maine. He will handle fire and Ma~
rine losses in the southern coastal
areas of Maine.

ROBERT P. PENCARSKI, president
of Mediscript Inc., a medical transcription company serving Rhode
Island hospitals and doctors, has
formed Robert Pencarski Associates,
a personnel placement and executive
search firm. It is headquartered in
Lincoln, R. I.

1962

Rene and ELIZABETH WALENDA
TRUDELLE have a son, Joseph
Rene, horn October 15. They reside
in Norwich, Conn.
STEPHEN J. ZITO is regional manager for Arcadia Carpet Mills, Chamblee, Georgia.

1963
JOHN L. BARDELLI is operating
manager of Montgomery Ward's new
store in Nashua, N. H.
PAT RIC I A BERTHIAUME is
teaching part-time at the Preston
Plains School in Preston, Conn.
Dr. ANTHONY PORRECA, a faculty member at Bryant, is planning to
contact classmates in the Teacher
Education major regarding a tenth
reunion in 1973.

1964
LYNNE HABER FOGEL and her
husband, Cantor Edward Fogel, visited the campus with their son, J ona~
than. They are residing in St. Louis,
Missouri.
NORMAN J. HAMELIN is in the
International Law Division in the
Office of the Judge Advocate General,
headquartered in Heidelberg, Germany.
PAUL T. RENNICK is Business Education Chairman at the North Kingstown High School.

1965
RICHARD V. BATTISTA has been
elected to the new position of assistant vice president of ProvidenceWashington Insurance Company in
Providence. He joined P-W in 1967
as supervisor of administration, and

is now assistant to the executive
vice president, handling financial reports, annual statements, and special
projects.
GARY PHILLIPS is controller at
Roger Williams College in Bristol.
ARNOLD J. HARRIET has been recruiting members for SBANE (Small
Business Association of New Eng~
land). When not travelling on business in Europe, he is associated with
a family owned hardw,a re sto,r e in
Pawtucket.
RICHARD and Marta WOLKIND
have a son, Eric, born in November.
They reside in Forest Hills, N. Y.

1966

DAVID T. ADELMAN has been promoted to assistant vice president of
J. H. Block & Co., Inc., manufacturers of ladies and girl's sportswear.
ROBERT DE STEFANO is president of R & M Associates, an educa~
tional, managerial, and financial consulting company. He resides in Nar~
ragansett, R. I.
BRIAN and KAREN DROUGHT
have a second child, Sarah Lyn, born
September 26. They are residing in
V\Tarwick.
RICHARD JOHN is vice president of
Mark Antony's Clothing Store, Brat~
tleboro, Vermont.
DOUGLAS KING is teaching Mark~
eting at Roger Williams College in
Bristol.
KENNETH SKITT is teaching in
Johnston, R. 1.

1967
BRUCE C. ANDERSON has been
promoted to senior analyst, planning
and research for the State Mutual
Life Assurance Company of America
in Worcester, Mass.
JOSEPH J. BUSTIN is assistant to
the vice president and treasurer of
the Feder,al Savings and Loan Association of Fall River.
ELIZABETH MURACH FETE LA
is teaching at Apponequet Regional
High School in Lakeville, Mass.
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ROBERT R. MANDEVILLE has
been named assistant treasurer and
assistant secretary of the Cranston
Print Works Company. He is also assistant treasurer of Bercen Chemical
Company and Cranston International
Sales Corp., wholly-owned subsidaries
of the Cranston Print Works.
NEIL MURAWSKI has been initiated into Delta Pi Epsilon Fraternity, Beta Mu Chapter, an honorary
business education fraternity for business educators.
DAVID M. SIGEL has been promoted
to Manager of Order Processing, Permacel, Inc., New Brunswick, N. J.
WAYNE WUNSCH is an account
executive with WGNG Radio, Providence-Pawtucket, R. 1.

1968

RAYMOND BABIJ is ,a ssistant personnel director at Sullivan, Staufter,
Colwell & Bayles, a New York City
advertising agency.
MILES L. MERWIN is serving with
the United States Navy in Okinawa.
Their daughter, Sheryl Lynn, will be
one year old in January.
KATHLEEN ABERT PEDROTTI
is a business teacher at Lenox, Mass.,
Memorial High School.
Herbert and MICHELE BRAND·
WENE WEISSBRATTEN have a
son, Jarret, born in March, 1972.
They are residing in Buffalo Grove,
Illinois.
GERALD J. WESS has been named
credit officer at Valley Bank & Trust
Company, Palmer, Mass.
PETER ZIERER has been promoted
to vice president and secretary of
Vinex Corp. in New York City. He is
also a sales agent for Southbridge
Plastic, ,a division of W. R. Grace &
Company.

1969

ANN MARIE CROWLEY is personal secretary to Rhode Island's
United States Senator, Claiborne
Pell.
JOSEPH T. DUFFY has been elected
assistant trust officer in the Persona]
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Trust Division of the State Street
Bank & Trust Company, Boston.
ALBERT FERRANTE is an advance
salesman for Hood's Dairy Products
in Rhode Island.
PAULA PASCONE IACONO is a secretary in the Broadcast Division of
WJ AR, Providence.
LOUIS J. JAKLITSCH has been appointed associate planning engineer
in Works Management for the Sperry
Gyroscope Division 'Of Sperry R>and
Corp. in Great Neck, N. Y.
ROBERT T. LIZOTTE is teaching
at Johnson & Wales College of Business in Providence.
HARRY PIERCE is employed at
.New England Power Service Company, Westboro, Mass.
RODNEY C. REMBLAD has been
promoted to sergeant in the Woonsocket Police Department.
RICHARD J. VAN BLARCOM is
assistant treasurer at Citizens Bank
and Trust Company in Providence.
DOROTHY ·BRAYTON WATERMAN is teaching at Killingly High
School, Danielson, Conn.

1970
CHRISTOPHER BARRON is production supervisor with Johnson &
Johnson, New Brunswick, New Jersey.
His wife, DIANNE (Coia), is a business teacher at Edison High School.
ROBERT E. OOSTA is an accounting manager at New England Telephone and Telegraph Company,
South Division, in Massadhusetts.
DAVID DAVIDSON is a buyer for
casual and den furniture for Bamberger's in New .T ersey.
GEORGE A. DERAGON is a sales
representative for .Telco Laboratories,
a division of John50n & Johnson. He
is residing in Kalamazoo, Michigan.
BERNARD W. KLIMAT is a senior
accountant with the CPA firm of
Blackman & Blackman in Providence.
E. RO BERT PARRELLA is an assistant vice president at Citizens Savings Bank and Citizens Trust Company in Providence.

Charles and MARLENE COOK ZU LLIG have a daughter, Kimberly Ann,
born November 3. They reside in
Coventry, R. I.

1971
J AMES BIALEK is an ED P su pervisor for Lexington Standard, Carlstadt, N. J. His wife, PATRICIA (DeSenna) '70 is an executive secretary
for Meehan Tooker Company in East
Rutherford.
JAMES E. COOKSON is serving his
second year in the United States
Coast Guard. He is presently Yeoman
Third Class stationed on the North
Atlantic weather patrol cutter, Escanaba, out of New Bedford, Mass.
CONSTANCE COYNE MASI and
SANDRA AIELLO MC BRIDE are
teaching at the East Providence Senior High School.
JERORD K. MULLER is manager
of purchases for Newman-Crosby Steel
Company in Pawtucket. He resides
in Scituate, R. 1.
GERALD J. PELLETIER is an account executive w1th WPRI-TV,
Channel 12 in Providence.
KATHLEEN PERRI is teaching at
Mystic Oral School, Mystic, Conn.
Airman JOHN W. SIZER, Jr. has
gr.aduated from the missile guidance
specialist course at Lowry AFB, Colorado.
RONALD J. VALENTINE is an accountant with Beecham Products,
Clifton, N. J. He is also doing graduate work at Fairleigh Dickinson University.

1972
LINDA ANN LE DOYT BOWMAN
is a medical secretary for Dr. Blake
Prescott in Storrs, Conn.
RICHARD A. CHORNACK is a
newscaster at WOBM-FM in Toms
River, N. J.
DAVID T. DUDAS is a salesman with
Electronic Tool Company in Devon,
Conn.

THE
BRYANT COLLEGE
BOOK STORE
Your Alumni Headquarters for:
College Rings
• For any Class Year
Ceramic and Pewter Tankards and Mugs

Children's Sweaters and Sweatshirts
Pewter Pitchers 'and Bowls
College Glassware

Jewelry

• Tumblers

• Tie Tacs

• Wine Glasses

• 'Charms

• Champagne Glasses

• Cuff Links

• Executive Ashtrays

• Lighters

• Snifters

A. T. Cross Pens and Pencils

Hitachi Tape Decks and Stereo Components

Business and Professional Books by Special Order -

Any Subject

The College Store, located in the Unistructure, is open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.
It is also o'pen from 5 :301 to 7 p.m. Monday through Thursday evenings.
You may place mail orders any time during the year.
Write for prices and information regarding any of these items. Your inquiry will be handled pf(Jmptly.
The Bryant College Book Store is co-operating with the Alumni Association to make these items available to you.

